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Abstract

Smart Grids (SGs) are expected to be equipped with a number of smart devices

able to generate vast amounts of data about the network status, becoming the

key components for an efficient State Estimation (SE) of complex grids. To

exploit their potentials, the ICT infrastructure needs to be scalable to follow

the increasing amount of data flows and flexible to give the possibility to assign

and re-assign grid functions and data flow control policies at runtime, possibly

in a context-aware manner. In this scenario, this paper proposes and validates

a Cloud-IoT-based architectural solution for SE in SG that combines cloud-

capabilities and edge-computing advantages and uses virtualization technologies

to decouple the handling of measurement data from the underlying physical

devices. Case studies in the field of distribution networks monitoring are also

analyzed, demonstrating that the proposed architecture is capable to accomplish

the assigned operational tasks, while satisfying the needed quality level from

both the communication and the grid perspectives with a significant degree of

flexibility and adaptability with respect to state of the art solutions.
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State Estimation, Phasor Measurement Unit

1. Introduction

The metamorphosis of power distribution systems from electric grids into

Smart Grids (SGs) is currently underway and it is consistently changing, among

the others, how operational tasks are performed. In particular, the introduction

of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) requires system operators to rethink5

the way grids are managed so as to face unexpected and quick dynamics. In

order to tackle these needs, system operators are increasingly deploying new

measurement devices such as Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and Smart

Meters (SMs). These devices allow for gathering information to estimate the

operating conditions of the grids, becoming central components in State Esti-10

mation (SE) functions in SG. In this regard, an effective monitoring system is

required to exploit appropriately the features of the available devices [1].

The full achievement of a SG and implementation of SE also pass through an

efficient and future-proof information and communication system able to keep

up with the needs of SG operators [2][3][4]. PMUs are the most demanding15

sensing devices, since they can provide up to 60 measurements per second about

the status of lines and nodes of the power grid, and in the near future this rate

will increase significantly. Accordingly, the ICT infrastructure needs to be able

to handle the resulting high-rate flows of measured data in a scalable way to

address the expected wide deployment of smart grids. However, it is not only20

a matter of transmission capacity as the ICT infrastructure should be able to

adaptively sense the status of the power grid, to understand where to send and

store the data, and to make this data available for the different applications

that are currently deployed and that can be deployed in the future on top of

the smart grid relying on an effective SE. Accordingly, the use of proprietary25

infrastructures specifically and statically designed for each given use case is not

a viable solution.

Such a choice would be poorly evolution-proof and would soon become inef-
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ficient in a context where changes are happening at an unexpected rate and are

not always predictable in terms of applications that will arise and data resources30

that will be used. In other words, planning an infrastructure statically designed

for what is envisioned at a certain time, rather than deploying a future-proof

solution could be cumbersome, since changes are far from being definite and

definitive at the moment. More and more components are nowadays increas-

ingly introduced, so that the costs for re-adapting a static design would rapidly35

become impractical, especially for Distribution System Operators dealing with

portions of the grid as small as a city who are unlikely to deploy a brand new

ICT infrastructure every time an evolution is needed [5].

The following characteristics are thus foreseen for the ICT infrastructure of

the SG: scalability and elasticity, for accommodating big data flows and their40

related storage and computation operations; flexibility, for giving the possibil-

ity to assign and re-assign grid functions and data flow control policies also at

runtime, possibly in a context-aware manner; possibility to virtualize (i.e. de-

couple) the information pool composed of measured data from the underlying

physical devices, in order to make them reusable for more than one application45

and independent from the underlying communication and electrical specifics;

future-proofness, so that new functions and devices can be added, removed or

substituted in a modular manner without rethinking the entire ICT infrastruc-

ture from scratch.

For some of these characteristics, cloud computing can be seen as an en-50

abling ICT technology. Both traditional cloud and edge computing models can

be exploited in this scenario, where the later represents the configuration where

network edge devices evolved into microcloud servers to be able to host not only

advanced network functions but also application modules. This allows for bet-

ter accommodating the desired level of quality of service and workload/traffic55

volumes, closer to users and/or client machines. Furthermore, the distributed

architecture composed of large-scale geographically deployed edge nodes is in-

herently more scalable with respect to the rational cloud computing approach.

Cloud-based solutions can address the non-trivial tasks related to storage, real-
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time computation and optimization of the expected large amount of data. Us-60

ing technologies adopted in the Internet of Things (IoT) domain [6] [7], which

combine cloud and edge properties in a virtualized environment, fulfills the re-

maining requirements. Through resources virtualization [8], which is a common

trait of recent IoT architectural solutions, it is possible to address appropriately

the key data handling and communication needs of the SGs.65

As an example, the advantage to decouple information resources from the

physical devices producing them in the specific case of SE, allows to decouple the

actual measurement rate of PMUs from the reporting rate to the state estimator

in the cloud. This is of utmost important, since PMUs do not allow to change

the rate and the measurement settings without stopping measurements.70

Whereas recent works have proposed the adoption of the mentioned tech-

nologies, these have not completely exploited the virtualization and edge com-

puting technologies to satisfy the SG and SE needs and they present limited

experimental analyses, as highlighted in next section. On the basis of these

considerations, after discussing the changes power grids are undergoing both75

from a structural and functional perspective, in this paper we provide the fol-

lowing contributions: a cloud-based SG architecture which improves the current

state of the art in the domain of high-rate reporting SE, by adding flexibility to

the data transmitted thanks to virtualization and adaptability thanks to edge

intelligence; new adaptive algorithms for SE which exploit QoS-aware policies80

for context-aware data reporting, which fully exploit the key features of the

proposed architecture; introduction of the possibility to adaptively change edge

policies based on global information residing in the cloud; validation of the pro-

posed architecture by emulation of a real distribution network (DN) over a real

ICT infrastructure in case of a DN undergoing dynamic conditions in presence85

of distributed generation (DG).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the state

of the art about architectures for SE thus giving the rationale behind this work;

Section 3 presents the proposed architecture for SE detailing on the advantages

of the architectural choices made; Section 4 details on the implementation of90
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the proposed architecture; after introducing the used topology and test cases,

Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed architecture in terms of

accuracy, bandwidth and latency; final conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Background and Rationale

Major Smart Grid’s Strategic Research Agendas such as [9] in the European95

Union and [10] in the United States are converging towards the same key needs

for the ICT infrastructure supporting the SG: the use of the cloud as the virtual

solution for the collection, parsing and distribution (at any time and at any

place) of data from all nodes of the SG; the importance to leverage results from

projects on topics such as the Future Internet and IoT into the energy domain;100

a successful abstraction and interfacing of grid components and actors so as to

ensure interoperability and integration of the most diverse applications.

In the recent past, based on these key principles, a number of relevant works

on the use of the cloud for the SG appeared [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

As to the domain of SE, Table 1 summarizes the most relevant works and105

classifies them based on architectural features and actual performance evalu-

ation. [17] has been the first work proposing a cloud-based architecture using

PMUs for SE. Sensed data are sent to virtual instances in the cloud redundantly

and then retrieved for SE. A latency evaluation is also present at the end of the

paper although no reference topology is given. In [18], an information centric110

platform for the use of PMUs in SE is presented. The aim is to decouple the

data plane from the control plane to create an infrastructure able to promptly

adapt to bandwidth needs. However, the bandwidth policy considered is exclu-

sively communication network-driven and does not take into account the state

of the electric network and the importance of a measured data. As a matter115

of fact, latency and bandwidth but not accuracy results are given. In [19], a

multi-tier hierarchical network for PMU data aggregation is proposed in order

to eliminate the redundant data received from the lower level PDCs but the

approach does not use either the cloud or any virtualization mean so that flexi-
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bility of the system cannot be guaranteed. Although it does not consider either120

the use of the cloud or the use of PMUs, in [20] local intelligence is used in order

to optimize data flows and avoid overloading of data or needed computation at

the control center in a low voltage network monitoring system. The latency

and bandwidth of the system are also evaluated over a real power grid topology

with real devices. The last work examined is [21] which despite considering SMs125

rather than PMUs is important because SE accuracy is evaluated.

Table 1: Architectural features and performance evaluation in the state of the art’s architec-

tures for SE

In this paper, based on the preliminary results of [22] and [23], an archi-

tecture for SE is presented with all the characteristics listed in Table 1: a

cloud-based architecture which relies on virtualization and edge intelligence of

some virtualized entities in order to parse the state of the power grid by using130

PMUs while guaranteeing given bandwidth constraints in an adaptive manner.

In addition, the proposed architecture has been tested in terms of bandwidth,

latency and accuracy of the SE on the IEEE 34-bus test network, using real

PMUs prototypes and a real ICT network with virtualized entities hosted on

either off-the shelf development boards or cloud instances provided by Google135

services.

3. Proposed architectural choices for State Estimation

SEs techniques have been designed to estimate the state of the grid, in

terms of node voltages and/or branch currents, starting from the measurement
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devices available on the field. These devices can be significantly heterogeneous,140

measuring different electrical quantities with diverse accuracies and reporting

rates. The aim of the SE is to use efficiently these measures so that an accurate

picture of the network status can be obtained. This information is fundamental

for downstream decisions. The accuracy of the estimation results is decisive in

order to have a grid safely operated.145

Fig. 1 shows the layers of the virtualization framework that is implemented

in the proposed solution and that exploits the key virtualization features in

the IoT domain [6] [7]. This encompasses the entire communication chain from

physical devices to applications. Moreover, the two options considered for the

location of virtualized entities are shown. For the sake of completeness, phys-150

ical devices have been split into ICT and non-ICT compliant. As a matter of

fact, while some components of the SG are natively equipped with some sort of

communication capabilities (e.g. PMUs), other grid components such as legacy

electromechanical switches or wind turbines need an ICT interface to commu-

nicate with the rest of the network.155

Physical devices are associated to a virtual counterpart which is called Vir-

tual Object (VO). A VO is an entity that virtualizes and enriches the character-

istics of one or more physical devices. Furthermore, it gives authorized users the

possibility to access and request resources and functionalities in a reusable and

interoperable manner, without knowing about the means and protocols that are160

needed to reach and retrieve information from physical objects. As an exam-

ple, PMUs can manage communications up to the transport level and usually

establish a connection to a single host. Using a VO allows to enrich the com-

munication’s stack capabilities and made data available for multiple hosts. VOs

can be physically placed at the edge of the communication network (e.g. in the165

same subnetwork as the physical device) or in the cloud. Whether to choose the

former or the latter solution depends on the specific use.

In the proposed system, VOs have been placed at the edge of the communi-

cation network. As a matter of fact, PMUs produce a high load of data if used

at their maximum rate. This maximum rate is crucial to detect possible dy-170
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namics of a given node but reporting all the data remotely can be cumbersome

rather than useful, if the network is in near-steady state. With our architectural

choice, data is received at the maximum rate by the VO in the edge to accom-

plish tasks with strict latency constraints needing fine-grained information over

time. The VO, also implements context-aware local policies in order to decide175

whether to send data remotely or not based on the actual state of the electric

network. Another important aspect is that proper security is ensured by the

fact that VOs reside in a local network. As a matter of fact, by means of the pro-

posed solution, security critical information can be elaborated and actions can

be taken locally, thus ensuring better reliability to cyber attacks by delivering180

remotely only necessary information and with no more than the required degree

of detail. In addition, local security from external attacks can be delegated to

a firewall protecting a local area, so that data exchanged between the VO and

the physical device do not need heavy encryption releasing local resources from

a time- and computation-consuming task. This is in line with the recommen-185

dations of IEC [24] regarding actions with stringent latency. When data has to

be transmitted remotely, the use REST APIs (Representational State Transfer

Application Programming Interfaces) guarantees the possibility to use de facto

cyber security solutions such as SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer / Transport

Layer Security) as further discussed in Section 4.3.190

Resources and functionalities offered by VOs are exploited by Micro En-

gines (MEs) which can be defined as cognitive mash-ups of VOs created in

order to accomplish a certain high level task and to give a uniform interface

to the application level, which is independent from the underlying resources

actually available. The advantages of having a ME on the edge of the commu-195

nication network are usually connected to: the smaller traffic load generated

in the communication network; the diminished latency which provides a more

responsive system for delay critical applications; the increased security ensured

by the fact that ME functions take place behind a firewall. The advantages of

a remote ME are: integration in a cloud infrastructure, which allows greatest200

computational and storage capabilities which elastically adapt to changes in the
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Figure 1: Virtualization layers used in IoT and their possible location according to the dis-

cussed architecture.

application (e.g. when more computational power is needed for parsing mea-

surement data); global visibility (differently from local MEs), which facilitates

the composition of services exploiting VOs in different remote locations.

In our case, the primary goal of the ME is SE of a given part of the electric205

network. In addition, the ME monitors the bandwidth from the VOs linked to

it in order to decide whether to take actions to avoid an overload in terms of

bandwidth or storage used. The ME, can also interface with other MEs (e.g.

for multi-area SE) and with application-level parties. This allows to relieve in-

terested parties from grid details such as the number of PMUs installed, their210

location or the topology of the network. To accomplish these goals, the best

location for MEs is in a cloud instance, which is able to satisfy the computa-

tion needs elastically while giving the possibility of geographical replication for

reachability reasons [25].

The highest layer of the proposed architecture regards applications, which215

accomplish high level functions leveraging on one or more underlying MEs. In

this case, the location depends on the actual application considered. As an
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example, a visualization application can easily be implemented as a web service

hosted in the cloud.

4. Implementation of the proposed architectural choices for State Es-220

timation

In this section, the details on the implementation of the architectural choices

for SE proposed in the previous section are given.

4.1. Physical devices for State Estimation

PMUs are some of the most important yet most ICT resource-consuming225

physical devices in SG and provide synchronized phasors at a given sampling

rate, typically 50-60 fps (frame per second). The IEEE C.37.118.1− 2011 [26]

and IEEE C.37.118.1a−2014 [27] are the latest synchrophasor standards, defin-

ing synchrophasors, frequency, and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) mea-

surement under several operating conditions. The standard IEEE C.37.118.2230

[28] defines a protocol for real-time exchange of synchronized phasor measure-

ment data between power system equipment.

Consider a DN in which NP PMUs are deployed. These PMUs can measure

a number NQ of electrical quantities such as voltage and current phasors and

frequency at a given sampling rate. Due to how PMUs are built, the sampling235

rate of the physical PMU cannot be changed at runtime but it is fixed and must

be set prior to data transmission start, which corresponds to the reception of

command “turn on transmission of data frames” by the PMU. If a change on

the rate is required, then the PMU must be stopped. Gathered measurements

are sent with a GPS-synchronized timestamp to the set sink. In the proposed240

architecture, data is received by the corresponding VOs, which runs at the edge

of the communication network as a sink for the PMU. Each PMU, creates a

TCP socket with the corresponding VO and send measured data according to

[28] at its maximum reporting rate.

To test in a realistic way the PMU-based architecture, real PMU prototypes245

implemented using National Instruments CompactRIO modular technology [29]
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for automatic measurement system have been used in this paper. The synchro-

nization for each PMU is achieved by means of a GPS receiver (that gives a

pulse per second signal, PPS, with an accuracy of 100 ns) and each prototype

can work either as a fully equipped PMU that acquires and elaborate signals250

or as a PMU hardware emulator. In the latter case, the PMU prototype com-

putes synchronized measurements starting from pre-stored signals or simulates

an expected measurement output. The PMU emulator is particularly suited to

test dynamic operating conditions in a controlled environment so as to compare

different algorithms and configurations using exactly the same signals from the255

network. A two-cycle P-class compliant [26] algorithm has been used through-

out the tests, since its specification are independent from the reporting rate.

More information on these PMU prototypes and on the chosen algorithm can

be found in [30].

4.2. Virtual Objects260

VOs enrich the capabilities of physical devices. For the particular case at

hand, once a VO receives data from the PMU, it performs relevant processing

in order to decide whether the received measurement of q ∈ [1, ..., NQ] must be

sent to the ME or not for further processing according to the given metric. In

our case, we consider the quantity q to be voltage and data is sent according to265

the following condition expressed for PMU p ∈ [1, ..., NP ]

|mpq(t)−Mpq(t)|
Mpq(t)

> Tpq (1)

wherempq(t) is the measurement of q made by PMU p at time t,Mpq(t) is a value

representing the memory the VO has at time t with reference to the previous

measurements of quantity q, and Tpq is the threshold enabling the transmission

of the measurement q. The memory value may be computed taking into account

either all of the measurements received from the PMU or only those sent by the

VO. Without loss of generality we assume that Mpq(t) is the last measurement

sent by the considered VO prior to time t

Mpq(t) = mpq(t− Tlms) (2)
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where Tlms represents the time interval between the transmission of consecu-

tive measurements from the VO to the ME. In the following, Tpq is set to 1%

because 1% is accuracy limit of the total vector error (TVE), and thus of the

phasor amplitude error, prescribed by the standards [26], [27] for a compliant270

PMU under steady-state conditions. Therefore, the measurement received at

time t will be sent if and only if its value differs more than 1% from the last

sent measurement, thus allowing to follow both fast and slow variations. This

value takes into account the high accuracy of the PMU measurements actually

available in steady-state conditions [30, 31, 32, 33].275

Equation 2 can also be generalized to NM past measurements sent by the

PMU, defining Mpq(t) as

Mpq(t) =

NM∑

i=1

wpq(i) ·mpq(t− i · Ts) (3)

where NM is the number of considered past measurements, Ts is the sampling

rate of the PMU and wpq(i) is the weight associated to measurement mpq(t −
i · Ts).

The differences between (2) and (3) are the following: the former focuses on

how much the last sent measurement differs from the actual one, i.e., how much280

the measurements used for the state estimation are varying; the latter focuses

on the entire flow of data generated by the PMU and averages over subsequent

measurements to avoid a false positive due to the noise. In the following we

make use of the formula defined in (2).

Apart from the detection of dynamics in the monitored quantity, VOs also

send periodic updates in static conditions. Defining tLS
pq as the time when the

last q measurement has been sent, a new measurement data will be sent at

t = tLS
pq + Ts ·Rpq (4)

with Rpq representing the subsampling factor applied by the VO. For example,285

if in static conditions only 1 of the 50 measurements per second received from

the PMU is sent by the VO, then Rpq = 50. Ts ·Rpq is thus the actual sampling

interval received by the state estimator.
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In our testbed, each VO is hosted in a CapeDwarf installation in a local

server, which is an open source implementation of the PaaS (Platform as a290

Service) Google App Engine (GAE). Indeed, the VOs are processes that run

locally on the edge of the network but could be moved into the cloud if the

latency allows for and more computational power is needed. Accordingly, a VO

process could be moved from CapeDwarf to GAE in the cloud.

4.3. Micro Engines295

Using the measurement data received from VOs along with forecast based

on historical information of the loads and generators (the so-called pseudomea-

surements, required for the observability of the system), an estimation of the

network state is computed by the ME, in terms of voltage phasor at each node

and branch-current phasor for each branch.300

In this paper, the case of a Distribution System State Estimation (DSSE) is

considered. Compared to transmission systems, monitoring systems for DNs are

more challenging for a number of reasons. Distribution grids are characterized,

among others, by a very large number of nodes, with varied load, and different

voltage levels. They have not only three-phase but also two/single-phase config-305

urations and several types of non-symmetrical loads, leading to different degrees

of unbalance, while the presence of DER and DG can be very significant (see

[34] and [35] for a deeper discussion on the DSSE challenges). Several methods

for the DSSE have been presented in the literature, mostly based on a weighted

least squares (WLSs) formulation. Recently, a new branch current DSSE (BC-310

DSSE) was proposed [36], proving the same accuracy, but faster execution, as

node voltage DSSE. This is the method applied in this paper for the estimation

of the operating conditions using PMU measurements also including classic χ-

squares and normalized residuals tests for bad data detection and identification

[37].315

When a new measurement is received by the ME, a new estimation is trig-

gered for the timestamp indicated in the received packet. If no measurements

with the same timestamp are found for the other monitored nodes, the most
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recent measurements are used for the estimation. It is also possible that new

measurements with the same timestamp are received once DSSE has already320

been performed. In this case, the ME will compute again the state of the net-

work from the measurements available at that moment in order to obtain a

more accurate estimation to be associated with the corresponding timestamp.

The DSSE is designed to be fast and the refinement of the estimation is auto-

matic. DSSE output does not depend on previous estimates to avoid the risk of325

poor performance under dynamic conditions. While this can appear inefficient

from a computational point of view, it also offers an important advantage to

applications, which can start to benefit from the last system SE even before all

measurements have been received. Also, notice that the implemented solution

allows to parse the state of the network even when some data packets are still330

missing or lost due to packet loss. A detailed discussion on the impact of the

number and type of PMU measurements on DSSE can be found in [38].

In this paper the DSSE routine is implemented in a ME in the cloud, so that

the necessary computational and storage elasticity required by the proposed

system is provided. As a matter of fact MEs are hosted in Google Cloud App335

Engines of class B8 which run in a 4.8 GHz processor, but can clone themselves

in case the instantiated resources are not sufficient. If multiple instances are

created to face the need for more computational resources, this process is not

perceived from the outside and consistency is managed internally. In particular,

when a new measurement is received, data are first of all written to the shared340

memcache and only then, data of interest to accomplish the state estimation are

read from the same memcache which is shared among instances. This guarantees

consistency in the case multiple instances are operating in parallel on a shared

set of data. Currently, Google has deployed more than 15 data centers across the

world and more are expected for the future. However, while Google cloud has345

been used in the paper, the proposed architecture can easily use cloud services

from other cloud providers (e.g. Amazon).

VOs act as interfaces between the local subnetwork and the cloud. Commu-

nication between the VO in the edge and ME in the cloud is accomplished using
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REST APIs. This ensures interoperability and a protocol agnostic interfacing350

between the VOs and MEs. Moreover, using HTTP gives the possibility to im-

plement security protocols on top of HTTP such as TLS/SSL, which cannot be

exploited in direct PMU-to-state estimator communication since PMUs com-

munication capabilities stop at the transport level. While this will add latency

to the data transmission, we expect it to be limited for purposes with no strict355

time constraints which, in the proposed solution, can be accomplished locally

as already described in Section 3.

In the proposed system, communication takes place in PUSH mode, which

means that data is sent automatically from the VO to the ME through HTTP

POSTs based on the forwarding policy given in the previous subsection. Data360

at the ME is parsed, processed, stored and, in addition, sent to an application

for the visualization to operators of the estimated state of the network.

In our specific case, we decided to give also an additional task to the ME

receiving PMU data, so as to show context-awareness [39] at the ME level which

is based on global rather than local information as in the VO case. Specifically,365

the ME has to dynamically update the Rpq value at the VO in order to guarantee

that the average bandwidth utilization across the network tends to an objective

value Dobj , which is selected by the SG operator based on the internal quality

targets and network configuration. This update is communicated to the VO

piggybacking on the answer to the HTTP POST used by the VO to send the370

measurements. Here, Dobj is expressed as the amount of data received and

stored in the ME normalized over time (i.e. [B/s]).

We then compute the average rate as the cumulative data generated from

system’s start until time t by any PMUs p and for any quantity q, normalized

over time:

Davg(t) =

∑
p,q,tx

[
Dpq(tx)

]

t
(5)

where for notation convenience, with tx we refer to each instant of time at

which a VO has sent measurement data. Davg(t) can be implemented with two

counters for: the duration time since system start; the amount of overall data
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received. Each time the ME receives a new measurement, the value Rpq at time

t is updated as

Rpq(t) =
⌈
(1 + Δ(t)) ·Rpq(t

LS
pq )

⌉
(6)

where

Δ(t) = α · Davg(t)−Dobj

Davg(t) +Dobj
(7)

and 0 < α ≤ 1 is a parameter which modules the sensitivity. Here α = 0.1 is

chosen. Therefore, the updated value Rpq(t) is the value Rpq(t
LS
pq ) increased or375

decreased by a factor which depends on the objective bandwidth and the overall

history of data received up to time t by the ME (as described in Equations 5

and 7).

4.4. Applications

In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, the considered final application is a380

visualization system, which shows the state estimation results over time in the

various monitored and non-monitored nodes of the distribution network.

5. Performance evaluation

Figure 2: Test system: IEEE 34 Node Test feeder
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5.1. Used topology and test cases

The proposed architecture has been validated in a number of test scenar-385

ios. In particular, the results discussed in the following have been obtained on

a three-phase test system based on the IEEE 34-bus test feeder, derived from

an actual system in Arizona and with the following characteristics: long lines

and a quite loaded system with two in-line on-load tap changers and two ca-

pacitor banks. This system is of particular interest since it has proven to be390

very sensitive to the impact of DG [40]. Fig. 2 reports the network diagram.

Details about line parameters (line lengths and impedances), nominal loads and

generators can be found in [41].

A photovoltaic plant of 2MW capacity is installed at node 34. The PV plant

is modeled as a PQ injection (where the active, P, and reactive, Q, powers are395

specified) and the bandwidth of the PQ injection is limited by a second order

transfer function tuned to mimic the behavior of the interconnecting filter of the

plant converter. Several irradiation variation conditions have been considered

to create the test cases used in this work.

The system is simulated using Opal-RT. Opal-RT is a digital real time sim-400

ulator for electric and electro-mechanical systems. Through the use of analog

and digital IO it is possible to interface the simulator with external hardware

(Hardware In the Loop) so that the measurement devices operate as they were

connected to a real electric system. The PMU prototypes presented in Section

4.1 can be connected to the Opal-RT output signals thus allowing to emulate405

realistically the acquisition stage and the whole measurement system.

The presented results have been obtained using three PMUs that measure

the voltage phasors at bus number 3, 9 and 31 of the network (Fig. 2). Four

test operating conditions have been considered, each running 3 · 102 times:

• Case 1: PV plant switches on at t = 25.3 s with a real power P = 2 MW.410

• Case 2: PV plant switches on at t = 24.3 s with a real power P = 2 MW

and switches off at after 2 s.
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• Case 3: PV plant varies fast the injected power in the range [1 MW −
1.5 MW] during ten seconds from t = 20 s.

• Case 4: PV plant varies slowly the injected power from zero to 2 MW as415

a ramp starting at t = 0.3 s and ending at t = 10.3 s.

The test cases can be considered as representative of possible PV behavior

and are sufficient to show the outcomes of the proposed approach. In general,

many factors impact on the operative conditions of the network (weather con-

ditions, season, time of the day, etc.) but the considerations drawn from the420

above cases and discussed in the following have general significance.

5.2. Accuracy evaluation

Two accuracy indices have been used to compare the estimates given by a

fixed-step estimator with those computed by the described variable rate system.

The absolute average of node voltage magnitude estimation error (referred

to with MAVE in the following)

MAV Eφ =
1

NT

T−1∑

i=0

N∑

n=1

|Vφ,V R(n, i)− Vφ,FR(n, i)| (8)

where Vφ,FR(n, i) is the per-unit estimate of the voltage magnitude of node n425

of phase φ at the instant iTs obtained with a fixed maximum reporting rate

50 fps per PMU and Ts = 20 ms, and Vφ,V R(n, i) is the estimate performed

by means of the variable DSSE obtained by the proposed estimation system.

N and T are, respectively, the number of nodes and the number of considered

time instants. Since the ME computes the DSSE only for the measurement430

timestamps received from VOs (at TV R instants), for the aim of comparison

the estimation of the proposed system is used for comparison with subsequent

timestamps until a new estimation is available. This choice gives a worst case

for the comparison since more elaborated interpolation methods could be used.

Because of the variable rate of the proposed architecture, another comparison435

index has also been used. The dynamic time warping distance (DTW) measures

the similarity between two temporal sequences which may vary in time or speed
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and is often used for pattern comparison [42]. Each point of the sequence is

represented by the N -dimensional point of the estimated amplitude voltages

and the based considered distance is the euclidean one. The DTW is thus a440

cumulative index for nodes and time instants and has been normalized with

respect to the duration to give a better intuition.

Table 2 reports the accuracy results for the first phase (phase a) of the

three-phase network. From the results it is clear how the difference between the

implemented policy and the classic use at the maximum rate is limited in terms445

of accuracy. Fig. 3 shows an example of the estimation dynamics during four

seconds of the test for Case 31. The graph confirms intuitively that, even in an

unmonitored node the proposed architecture allows to follow the evolution, due

to the triggering effect of the VO of monitored nodes.
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Figure 3: Case 3: voltage magnitude estimation at node 25 with fixed and variable rate DSSE.

1the graph for a constant reporting rate of 50 fps is plotted by a continuous line for the

sake of simplicity
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5.3. Bandwidth evaluation450

In order to compute the performance in terms of bandwidth reduction, the

Bandwidth Saving Ratio (BSR) is defined as the ratio between the amount of

data sent to the ME by all considered VOs over the overall data sent in the

full-rate case of a constant 50 fps reporting rate.

In our implemented scenario, the size of an HTTP POST sent to the ME is455

constant and equal to Dpq = 424 Bytes (including payload and headers of the

communication stack’s layers). As to the Dobj , it has been set to 4.24 kB/s,

which brings to Dobj/Dpq = 10 fps. In the case in which all the produced data

are transmitted (our proposed adaptive transmission algorithm is not used),

Dobj/Dpq = 150 fps, since three PMUs are used. Therefore, asymptotically460

BSR = 0.0667 for the considered scenarios, which is a considerable reduction in

light of the excellent accuracy results and considering that in the full-rate case

the data rate would be Dobj = 63.6 kB/s.

Table 2 shows the BSR for the 4 test cases. It can be seen that the bigger the

dynamic of the system, the bigger the BSR value. The difference found among465

the 4 tested cases is due to the finite length of the tests. In the asymptotic

case, the value of BSR in all the 4 cases would be the same if the same Dobj

is chosen. Therefore, the fact that the BSR values are close to the asymptotic

value tells us that the bandwidth policy used is properly working despite the

limited observation window used. This can be seen also in Fig. 4, showing470

Davg(t) normalized by Dpq in the 4 test cases.

All the 4 cases present an initial transient and then converge to the Dobj/Dpq

value unless a dynamic is present. Let us call DSratio the number of measure-

ments sent in dynamic state over those sent in steady state according to Rpq.

In the test case 1, DSratio = 0.0089. Therefore, no relevant variations trigger-475

ing dynamic measurements transmissions are present except when the PV plant

switches on. The slow convergence is due to the small value of α. Test case 2

and 4 report a DSratio of 0.0175 and 0.0233 respectively. It can be seen that

in test case 2 there is a slight but sudden increase of Davg(t)/Dpq when the PV

plant is switched on and off. The dynamic of test case 4 is slow and therefore480
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Figure 4: Average data rate normalized to the HTTP packet size, reported as a function of

time for the four test cases analyzed.

the interval between two measurement transmissions triggered by the dynamic

threshold condition is probably close to the interval Ts · Rpq (remember that

each time the VO sends a measurement to the ME, the value tLS
pq is updated).

This results in the absence of sudden changes of the derivative of the curve.

The last and more significant result is that obtained for test case 3. In this485

case, DSratio = 0.2327. As it can be seen from the plot, Davg(t)/Dpq starts

increasing around 20 s as it would be expected, but as soon as the dynamic part

of the electric signal ends, Davg(t)/Dpq starts converging back to the objective

value thanks to the implemented policy.

The above discussion shows how the proposed policy allows meeting the490

bandwidth target while keeping the accuracy high for the DSSE under dynamic

conditions. It is interesting that the same bandwidth could be obtained by

exploiting the proposed architecture to subsample the PMU input streams at

VO level. The adopted Dobj is reached by retaining a packet every 15, but with

respect to Table 2 results, both MASE and DWT largely increase: for instance,495

MASE increases by a factor of 2.2 to 97.1, depending on the test case.
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Test case
MAVE DTW BSR

[p.u.] [p.u./s] [B/B]

Case 1 5.5e-06 0.0016 0.0644

Case 2 8.0e-06 0.0021 0.0658

Case 3 4.2e-04 0.1121 0.0759

Case 4 2.6e-04 0.0448 0.0628

Table 2: Accuracy and bandwidth saving comparison between the variable rate proposed

estimation and the fixed rate counterpart

5.4. Latency evaluation

In this subsection, the results obtained for the 4 test cases in terms of la-

tency are analyzed. Fig. 5 shows the communication paths considered for the

communication latency values given in Table 3. Notice that both the PMUs500

and the VOs are GPS synchronized. Therefore gathered latency measurements

have an accuracy well below the millisecond, even though we restrict to the

millisecond precision according to the PMU timestamp format. All the values

are obtained over a number of packets in the order of 5 · 102.
PMU-to-VO represents the interval between the timestamp of a measure-505

ment and the moment when that measurement arrives to the VO in the same

subnetwork. As it can be seen from Table 3 and according to the discussion

in the previous sections, placing the VO locally results in a small latency, as it

can be noticed comparing the minimum, maximum and especially the average

values. Moreover, notice that the values for PMU-to-VO also contain the intrin-510

sic delay introduced by the PMU measurement (PMU measurement latency, as

defined in [26]), which, in the specific tests, accounts for 30 ms. Examples of

measured PMU reporting latencies are reported in [43].

VO-RTT represents the time elapsed from the moment a certain measure-

ment is received by the VO to the moment the same VO receives an HTTP515

answer to its HTTP POST containing the new Rpq(t) value. VO-RTT also in-

cludes the ME processing interval, which is the time elapsed from the moment
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the ME in the cloud starts processing the HTTP POST received, to the mo-

ment before the HTTP answer is sent. The ME processing interval includes:

updating the necessary counters and measurement information received from520

the PMUs; gathering all the latest information about the distribution network;

parsing the network state estimation. The reason for computing both VO-RTT

and ME processing is that the ME is not GPS-synchronized and has its own

clock synchronized via NTP protocol and thus with a time accuracy well-above

the one of GPS-synchronized devices. Moreover, knowing ME processing allows525

to subtract it to the VO-RTT value in order to know the sole influence of the

network, the processing delay and subsequently the time elapsed from the PMU

timestamp to the moment the DSSE can be used by applications.

As it can be seen both the VO-RTT and the ME processing value are con-

siderably variable. In the former case, this is associated to the use of the public530

Internet which have an unpredictable behaviour and for which there is no quality

guarantee. In the latter case, the high variability is due to: the cloud resources

used, which are free of charge but without any Service Level Agreement (SLA);

the time needed to store and retrieve the measurement data, which is variable

and also SLA-free; the time needed for the iterative algorithm estimating the535

state of the distribution network, for which the number of iterations depends

on the values measured. Nevertheless, as it can be seen from the overall results,

the worst overall latency among the 4 cases is 211.9 ms. We can thus assume

that applications will be able to exploit the values of the state estimation well-

below 500 ms, which is the TT2 performance class threshold given by IEC for540

operator commands [44]. The obtained results are further supported by the fact

that this is a worst case scenario for the cloud entities’ location, since in a real

deployment the proximity between local VOs and MEs in the cloud is expected

to be finer than the one obtained using the cloud from Google.
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Latency MIN MAX MEAN

T
E
S
T

C
A
S
E

1 PMU-to-VO 38.0 ms 49.0 ms 39.3 ms

VO-RTT 132.0 ms 303.0 ms 163.3 ms

ME processing 44.3 ms 209.9 ms 71.5 ms

Overall Latency 171.0 ms 343.0 ms 202.6 ms

T
E
S
T

C
A
S
E

2 PMU-to-VO 37.0 ms 47.0 ms 37.4 ms

VO-RTT 134.0 ms 349.0 ms 171.7 ms

ME processing 42.7 ms 195.4 ms 76.0 ms

Overall Latency 171.0 ms 386.0 ms 209.1 ms

T
E
S
T

C
A
S
E

3 PMU-to-VO 38.0 ms 48.0 ms 39.14 ms

VO-RTT 133.0 ms 318.0 ms 167.5 ms

ME processing 46.6 ms 221.4 ms 75.1 ms

Overall Latency 172.0 ms 357.0 ms 206.7 ms

T
E
S
T

C
A
S
E

4 PMU-to-VO 41.0 ms 48.0 ms 41.6 ms

VO-RTT 131.0 ms 348.0 ms 170.3 ms

ME processing 46.3 ms 160.5 ms 75.6 ms

Overall Latency 174.0 ms 389.0 ms 211.9 ms

Table 3: Minimum, maximum and average latency due to various parts of the system, accord-

ing to Fig. 5
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Figure 5: Legend for the latencies shown in Table 3

6. Conclusions545

In the past, the evaluation of the state of the electric network was normally

performed at a slow rate, appropriate for steady state operating conditions. The

increasing presence of distributed energy resources jeopardizes the safe man-

agement of the power grid. This has required the introduction of bandwidth-

consuming sensing devices such as PMUs, so that dynamics can be promptly550

detected by the monitoring system in order to properly react. To this goal, the

paper discusses an IoT architecture for the effective monitoring of the power

grid and presents a practical implementation for state estimation in active dis-

tribution systems which is bandwidth- and accuracy-efficient. As a matter of

fact, the virtualization capability of IoT, the advantages of edge intelligence and555

the computation power and flexibility of the cloud have been exploited to ob-

tain a flexible monitoring system built on a PMU-based wide area measurement

system. The analysis of the performance of the proposed monitoring architec-

ture have been conducted on an active network derived from an actual system

in Arizona modeled as an IEEE 34-bus test feeder by using Opal-RT simulator560

and real PMU-prototypes. The results show that the QoS application-specific

requirements in terms of latency and accuracy of the estimation can be ensured

with a significant reduction in the bandwidth required with respect to the case

of PMUs with a full-operating estimation frequency.
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